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We study a bipartite version of the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev (SYK) model. We show that the model remains
solvable in the limit of large-N in the same sense as the original model if the ratio of both flavors is kept
finite. The scaling dimensions of the two species can be tuned continuously as a function of the ratio. We
also investigate the finite-size spectral properties of the model. We show how the level statistics differs from
the original SYK model and infer an additional exchange symmetry in the bipartite model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev (SYK) model [1–5] describes a
system with many degrees of freedom with random all-to-
all (q-body) interactions. The original model of Sachdev
and Ye consists of pairwise coupled SUðMÞ spins [1]. The
more recent version proposed by Kitaev [3] has Nχ ≫ 1

Majorana sites. The q ¼ 4 version has the Hamiltonian

HSYK ¼ 1

4!

X
i;j;l;m

Jijlmγiγjγlγm: ð1Þ

with Nχ localized Majorana fermions γi with i ¼ 1;…; Nχ .
The term SYK is also used to refer to complex-fermion
versions of this model and models with q-body inter-
actions, with q taking values other than 4. In this work, we
will restrict to the Majorana version (1) with four-body
interactions. The Majorana degrees of freedom have no
kinetic energy in this setup; in fact, since the interactions
are all-to-all, the system has zero spatial dimensions. The
interactions are usually taken to be Gaussian with mean
hJijlmi ¼ 0 and variance

hJijlmJi0j0l0m0 i ¼ 6J2

N3
χ
δi;i0δj;j0δl;l0δm;m0 :

The SYK model has been studied intensely in the last
few years, and has a number of fascinating properties. It is a
strongly coupled quantum many-body system that is
maximally chaotic, as evidenced by a maximal Lyapunov
exponent extracted from out-of-time-ordered correlators,
and hence acts as a fast scrambler of quantum information
[4–6]. It is nearly conformally invariant, and is exactly
solvable in the large Nχ limit [4,7–10]. It has been used
to describe two dimensional gravity and black holes

[2–4,9,11,12]. The SYK model and its extensions have
also been used as a mean field model for non-Fermi liquids,
and metals without quasiparticles [13–19].
The subject of this work is a variant of the SYK model,

which we henceforth refer to as the bipartite SYK (b-SYK)
model. The b-SYK was reported recently in Ref. [20] by
two of the present authors to arise as the effective low-
energy model in finite-size strained Kitaev honeycomb
systems in the presence of the so-called Γ-term and
moderate disorder. The b-SYK consists of two sets of
Majorana fermions, A and B, with random 4-body inter-
action terms that each involve exactly two Majorana
fermions from A and two from B. The difference with
the standard SYK model is that there are no interactions
within each set, only between the sets. This is illustrated in
a sketch in Fig. 1.
The b-SYK model Hamiltonian is

Hb−SYK ¼ 1

4

XNA

i;j¼1

XNB

l;m¼1

JijlmaAi a
A
j a

B
l a

B
m; ð2Þ

where aA is a Majorana fermion in set A whereas aB is one
in set B. There are NA and NB fermions in the two sets,
respectively. The distribution of the couplings follows

hJijlmJi0j0l0m0 i ¼ J2

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
NANB

p
3
δi;i0δj;j0δl;l0δm;m0 :

We show that the b-SYK model has an asymptotic
conformal symmetry in the large-Nχ limit with tunable
scaling dimensions—the scaling dimensions are a function
of the relative sizes of the A and B sets. By exploring the
level statistics in finite-size realizations of the system, we
infer that the b-SYK system has an additional Z2 symmetry
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compared to the SYK system when the two sets contain
equal numbers of Majorana fermions.
In Sec. II we study the large-Nχ limit of the theory,

deriving relations for the two-point correlator and the
scaling dimensions. In Sec. III we study the level statistics
of the b-SYK Hamiltonian and of the Hamiltonian inter-
polating between b-SYK and SYK. The findings of the
paper and their context are discussed in Sec. IV.

II. SOME ANALYTICAL PROPERTIES IN THE
CONFORMAL LIMIT

One of the features of the SYK model is that it shows
conformal invariance in the infrared in the large-Nχ limit.
This allows for an asymptotically exact solution of its
correlation functions [4]. We find that the emerging
conformal symmetry of the SYK model also carries over
to the b-SYK model if the large-Nχ limit is taken in a

specific way: the conformal symmetry exists in the limit
NA;NB → ∞ as long as the ratio NA=NB ¼ κ is kept
constant. Consequently, instead of having one scaling
dimension of the Majorana fermions, like in the SYK
model, the two sets of Majorana fermions, A and B,
generally have different scaling dimensions, ΔA, and ΔB.
Their scaling dimensions depend on the parameter κ,
and they can assume values between 0 and 1=2 while
ΔA þ ΔB ¼ 1=2.
To demonstrate this, we first define the imaginary time-

ordered correlation functions

GAA
ij ðτÞ ¼ hTτðaAi ðτÞaAj ð0ÞÞi;

GBB
ij ðτÞ ¼ hTτðaBi ðτÞaBj ð0ÞÞi;

GAB
ij ðτÞ ¼ hTτðaAi ðτÞaBj ð0ÞÞi;

GBA
ij ðτÞ ¼ hTτðaBi ðτÞaAj ð0ÞÞi: ð3Þ

The Green function of the noninteracting problem is
given by

GAA
0;ijðτÞ ¼

1

2
sgnðτÞδi;j;

GBB
0;ijðτÞ ¼

1

2
sgnðτÞδi;j

GAB
0;ijðτÞ ¼ GBA

0;ijðτÞ ¼ 0: ð4Þ

meaning it is local in the index i, j as well as the set label A,
B. It constitutes the starting point for the perturbation
theory to follow. The most general Dyson equation reads

Z
dτ0
 
GAA−1

0;ij ðτ; τ0Þ − ΣAA
ij ðτ; τ0Þ GAB−1

0;ij ðτ; τ0Þ − ΣAB
ij ðτ; τ0Þ

GBA−1
0;ij ðτ; τ0Þ − ΣBA

ij ðτ; τ0Þ GBB−1
0;ij ðτ; τ0Þ − ΣBB

ij ðτ; τ0Þ

! 
GAA

jk ðτ0; τ00Þ GAB
jk ðτ0; τ00Þ

GBA
jk ðτ0; τ00Þ GBB

jk ðτ0; τ00Þ

!
¼ δðτ − τ00Þδi;k1 ð5Þ

where ΣAA, ΣAB, ΣBA, and ΣBB are the self-energies whereas
GAA, GAB, GBA, and GBB are the Green functions. Sum-
mation over double indices is implied. In general, this
equation is nonlocal in both the indices i, j as well as the set
labels A, B. The most transparent way to determine the
self-energies is based on a diagrammatic representation
of perturbation theory in terms of Feynman diagrams. To
leading order in NA and NB, the diagrams shown in
Fig. 2 constitute the entire perturbative series and can
be resummed exactly. This implies that in this limit, the
theory remains local in i, j as well as A, B. Consequently,
to leading order the off-diagonal self-energies ΣAB

ii ðτ1; τ2Þ
as well as the off-diagonal Green functions GAB and
GBA vanish. We can drop the subscripts i, j, as all Σ’s
and G’s are diagonal in these indices and independent
of i. Furthermore, the self-energies ΣAA

ii ðτ1; τ2Þ and

FIG. 2. The straight line denotes the propagator GAA whereas
the wiggly line is GBB. The upper line shows the Dyson equation
forGAA and the second line the Dyson equation forGBB, compare
Eq. (6). The lowest line shows the approximation for the self-
energies ΣAA and ΣBB, Eq. (8), which becomes exact in the limit
of large NA and NB.

A B

FIG. 1. Graphical representation of the b-SYK model. Two sets
of Majorana fermions, A and B, do not interact within the set but
strongly interact between sets.
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ΣBB
ii ðτ1; τ2Þ dominate the bare propagators, Eq. (4), in the

infrared.
Thus, the Dyson equation reduces to

Z
dτ0
�
ΣAAðτ; τ0ÞGAAðτ0; τ00Þ 0

0 ΣBBðτ; τ0ÞGBBðτ0; τ00Þ

�

¼ −δðτ − τ00Þ1: ð6Þ

Utilizing translational invariance in time and passing over
to frequency space using a Fourier transformation, we
obtain

ΣAAðωÞGAAðωÞ ¼ −1; ΣBBðωÞGBBðωÞ ¼ −1: ð7Þ

We now consider the leading-order approximation
shown in the diagrams of Fig. 2:

ΣAAðτÞ ¼ J2NAN2
Bffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

N3
AN

3
B

p GAAðτÞGBBðτÞGBBðτÞ

¼ J2ffiffiffi
κ

p GAAðτÞGBBðτÞGBBðτÞ

ΣBBðτÞ ¼ J2N2
ANBffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

N3
AN

3
B

p GBBðτÞGAAðτÞGAAðτÞ

¼ J2
ffiffiffi
κ

p
GBBðτÞGAAðτÞGAAðτÞ: ð8Þ

Because of translational invariance in time, all G’s and Σ’s
only contain relative coordinates; hence they each have a
single time argument instead of two.
Due to the time reparametrization symmetry of the

theory we expect conformal invariance. Since we are
expecting different scaling dimensions for the Majorana
fermions in the two sets we introduce the scaling dimension
ΔA for Majorana fermions in set A, whereas we introduce
ΔB for those in set B. We then have

GAAðτÞ ¼ CA
sgnðτÞ
jτj2ΔA

;

GBBðτÞ ¼ CB
sgnðτÞ
jτj2ΔB

; ð9Þ

for the full Green functions. Here CA and CB are constants.
Inserting this conformal anzatz into Eqs. (8), the self-
energies read

ΣAAðτÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
κ

p J2CAC2
B

sgnðτÞ
jτj2ΔAþ4ΔB

;

ΣBBðτÞ ¼ ffiffiffi
κ

p
J2CBC2

A
sgnðτÞ

jτj2ΔBþ4ΔA
; ð10Þ

where κ ¼ NA=NB.
We now express Eqs. (9) and (10) in frequency space.

Using the identity

Z
∞

−∞
dτe{ωτ

sgnðτÞ
jτjα ¼ {

ffiffiffi
π

p Γð1 − α
2
Þ

Γð1
2
þ α

2
Þ sgnðωÞ

�jωj
2

�
α−1

; ð11Þ

we obtain for the Green functions

GAAðωÞ ¼ CA{
ffiffiffi
π

p Γð1 − ΔAÞ
Γð1

2
þ ΔAÞ

sgnðωÞ
�jωj

2

�
2ΔA−1

;

and similarly for GBBðωÞ. Applying the Fourier transform
to Eqs. (10) and using the same identity, we obtain for the
self-energies

ΣAAðωÞ ¼ J2ffiffiffi
κ

p CAC2
B{

ffiffiffi
π

p Γð1 − ΔA − 2ΔBÞ
Γð1

2
þ ΔA þ 2ΔBÞ

× sgnðωÞ
�jωj

2

�
2ΔAþ4ΔB−1

;

and similarly for ΣBB with κ → 1=κ.
We can now use these expressions in our frequency-

space Dyson equation, Eq. (7). The first equation (for A)
then reads

−1 ¼ −
J2ffiffiffi
κ

p C2
AC

2
Bπ

�jωj
2

�
4ΔAþ4ΔB−2

×
Γð1 − ΔA − 2ΔBÞ
Γð1

2
þ ΔA þ 2ΔBÞ

Γð1 − ΔAÞ
Γð1

2
þ ΔAÞ

:

Since the left-hand side is ω-independent, we need to
remove the ω dependence on the right-hand side. Imposing
the condition leads to the result

ΔA þ ΔB ¼ 1

2
ð12Þ

as announced at the beginning of this section.
Defining Λ ¼ πJ2C2

AC
2
B, the Dyson equations now read

1 ¼ Λffiffiffi
κ

p Γð1 − ΔA − 2ΔBÞ
Γð1

2
þ ΔA þ 2ΔBÞ

Γð1 − ΔAÞ
Γð1

2
þ ΔAÞ

;

1 ¼ ffiffiffi
κ

p
Λ
Γð1 − 2ΔA − ΔBÞ
Γð1

2
þ 2ΔA þ ΔBÞ

Γð1 − ΔBÞ
Γð1

2
þ ΔBÞ

: ð13Þ

By eliminating Λ and using properties of the Gamma
function (Appendix A), we can relate κ to the scaling
dimensions (ΔA ¼ 1

2
− ΔB):

κ ¼ 2ΔA

1 − 2ΔA

�
1

tan ðπΔAÞ
�

2

: ð14Þ

This equation implicitly provides the scaling dimension
ΔA (and hence also ΔB) as a function of the ratio of sizes
of the two partitions, κ ¼ NA=NB. For κ ¼ 1, we find
ΔA ¼ ΔB ¼ 1=4, as expected, just like in the standard SYK
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model. For other values of κ, both scaling dimensions
interpolate between 0 and 1=2 while always fulfilling
ΔA þ ΔB ¼ 1=2. This behavior is presented in Fig. 3 on
a logarithmic scale which shows the A − B symmetry
explicitly. Tunable scaling dimensions have also been seen
in other variants of the SYK model e.g., Ref. [21,22].
Due to the conformal invariance and the reparametriza-

tion invariance it is straightforward to determine the finite
temperature and real time correlators. At finite temperatures
we find

GAAðτÞ ¼ AsgnðτÞ
�

π

β sinhðπτβ Þ
�

2ΔA

;

GBBðτÞ ¼ BsgnðτÞ
�

π

β sinhðπτβ Þ
�

2ΔB

; ð15Þ

whereas for the retarded propagator at finite temperature we
obtain

GAA
ret ðtÞ ¼ θðtÞA cos ðπΔAÞ

�
π

β sinhðπtβ Þ
�

2ΔA

;

GBB
ret ðtÞ ¼ θðtÞB cos ðπΔBÞ

�
π

β sinhðπtβ Þ
�

2ΔB

: ð16Þ

III. LEVEL STATISTICS

In this section, we focus on the level spacing statistics of
the b-SYK model. For this purpose, we consider finite NA
and NB, and diagonalize the many-body SYK and b-SYK
Hamiltonians.
Level statistics can help identify the existence of chaos

(nonintegrability) in quantum Hamiltonians, and also to
distinguish between different symmetry classes. The inter-
est in the SYK model is partly due to its being maximally
chaotic. Therefore, eigenvalue statistics has been a widely
used diagnostic for characterizing the SYK model
[12,23–27] and its various variants [26,28–44]. A note-
worthy feature of the SYK level statistics is that it depends

on the number of Majorana fermions Nχ . We show below
that the level statistics of the b-SYK model in the NA ¼ NB
case is systematically shifted with respect to that of the
standard SYK model, consistent with the presence of an
extra Z2 symmetry in the b-SYK system.

A. Relevant ensembles

The universality classes of random matrices that are
relevant for us include the Gaussian orthogonal ensemble
(GOE), the Gaussian unitary ensemble (GUE), and the
Gaussian symplectic ensemble (GSE). In Table I we refer
to these as O, U, and S respectively for conciseness.
Additionally, we will encounter below the level statistics
obtained by merging the spectra of two GOE matrices; we
refer to this as 2 × GOE, or for conciseness 2O in Table I.
For characterizing the level statistics with a single

number, it has become common to use the average ratio
of successive level spacings [45,46]. One starts with
calculating the finite size spectrum En, which are ordered
from lowest to highest energy. The set of level spacings are
defined as sn ¼ Enþ1 − En. This allows to define the ratio

rn ¼
minðsn; sn−1Þ
maxðsn; sn−1Þ

: ð17Þ

Analyzing the statistics of this quantity rn has advantages
over the statistics of the bare level spacings sn themselves.
It bypasses the need to account for a varying density of
states through unfolding procedures. In addition, the average
of this quantity has characteristic values for the different
ensembles, thus enabling one to distinguish symmetry
classes without analyzing complete distributions.
For the Wigner-Dyson ensembles, the probability dis-

tributions of the ratio r are well-approximated by the
surmise [46] PðrÞ ∝ ðrþ r2Þβ=ð1þ rþ r2Þ1þ3β=2 up to
normalization, with β ¼ 1 for GOE, β ¼ 2 for GUE, and
β ¼ 4 for GSE. The averages of these distributions are
found to be hriGOE ≈ 0.53, hriGUE ≈ 0.60, and hriGSE ≈
0.67 [46].
Integrable (nonchaotic) Hamiltonians, which do not

show level repulsion, generically have Poisson statistics,
for which the level spacing ratio has probability distribution
PðrÞ ¼ 2=ð1þ rÞ2 and mean value hri ¼ 2 ln 2 − 1 ≈ 0.39.

FIG. 3. Scaling dimensions ΔA and ΔB as a function of κ. Both
interpolate between 0 and 1=2.

TABLE I. Level statistics of the Majorana fermion SYK model,
HSYK as compared to Hb−SYK in (2). Here O ¼ GOE, U ¼ GUE,
S ¼ GSE 2O ¼ 2 × GOE are the different universal random
matrix ensembles. Note how the level statistics of Hb−SYK traces
those of HSYK but with a reduction in the symmetry classifica-
tions of one step such that S → U → O →2O.

Nχ (mod 8) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

HSYK O O U S S S U O
Hb−SYK 2O 2O O U U U O 2O
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An integrable system can be thought of as having a large
number of conserved quantities or quantum numbers.
Therefore, adding one or a few conservation laws to a
GOE system is expected to change the distribution to a
form intermediate between the GOE and Poisson cases.
The 2 × GOE spectrum can be interpreted as that
obtained when a GOE system acquires a single quantum
number with two possible values, which splits the GOE
spectrum into two sectors. Thus, we expect its level spacing
distribution to be intermediate between Poisson and GOE
distributions. Indeed, we find numerically, by merging the
spectra of two GOE matrices, that the 2 × GOE distribution
has hri ≈ 0.425, intermediate between the Poisson and
GOE values. Some analytic formulas for the 2 × GOE
distribution were also provided in Refs. [47,48].
As discrete symmetries are common in quantum

Hamiltonians, spectra formed out of two or more indepen-
dent GOE or GUE components are the subject of long-
standing interest in the quantum-chaos and random-matrix
literature [35,47–60]. Here, we will only be concerned with
the 2 × GOE case because restricting the couplings of the
SYK Hamiltonian to obtain the b-SYK Hamiltonian
effectively adds a single Z2 symmetry.

B. Level statistics of b-SYK

In the case of the SYK model, the random matrix
ensemble describing the level statistics changes with the
number of Majorana fermions Nχ [12,24–26] as listed in
Table I. This dependence is cyclic modulo 8 in Nχ and is
related to the 8-fold Bott-periodicity. Here we will compare
the level spacing statistics properties of the SYK model to
that of the b-SYK model. We will concentrate on the case
κ ¼ 1, and we choose Nχ ¼ 2Na ¼ 2Nb or Nχ ¼ 2Na þ
1 ¼ 2Nb − 1 depending on the parity of Nχ .
The numerical procedure used to obtain level statistics is

described briefly in Appendix B.
We quantify the level statistics by the average ratio hri,

described above. Some results are summarized in Fig. 4, for
both the SYK and the b-SYK Hamiltonians. For each Nχ ,
the averaging of the spacing ratio is performed over the
spectra of many coupling realizations so that the results
are sufficiently converged. In Fig. 4 the horizontal lines
represent the average r values for different relevant
ensembles, as discussed above.
We observe that the average spacing ratio of the b-SYK

model is always lower than the average spacing ratio
expected from the SYK model, irrespective of the size
of the system. However, it follows the same 8-fold
periodicity in the total number of Majorana fermions,
Nχ . Compared to the SYK sequence, we find relative
shifts O → 2O, U → O, S → U, i.e., the GSE, GUE, and
GOE get converted to GUE, GOE, and 2 × GOE respec-
tively. The shift is also seen by comparing the two rows of
Table I.

Going beyond the average, in Fig. 5 we show the full
distributions (numerical histograms) of the level spacing
ratio, for the Hb−SYK Hamiltonian with Nχ ¼ 21, 25, 26.
Clearly, the three classes follow the expected distributions
for 2 × GOE, GOE, and GUE, shown as dotted lines. The
GSE distribution is not obtained in the b-SYK system for
any value of Nχ .
The shift in level statistics relative to SYK is clearly due

to the restriction to bipartite interactions. The results are
consistent with the explanation that the bipartite structure
leads to an additional Z2 symmetry of the Hamiltonian.
A system of the GUE symmetry class, if endowed with
an additional Z2 symmetry, shows GOE level statistics
[61–64]. This effect was discussed early in the context of
single-particle (billiard) systems with a magnetic field
[61,62]. This system would naively be expected to have
GUE statistics due to broken time-reversal symmetry.
However, when reflection symmetry is present, the level
statistics is of the GOE class. This phenomenon has also
been observed in a many-body system [65]. In the present
case, the antiunitary symmetry involved is not time, but the
effect is the same: For Nχ ¼ 10; 14; 18; 22…, the SYK
level statistics are GUE, but the b-SYK level statistics are of
GOE type.
For values of Nχ for which the level statistics if of GSE

type, a corresponding effect is seen. The additional sym-
metry reduces the degree of level repulsion, and one obtains
GUE statistics instead, as seen in Fig. 4 and Table I. A GSE
to GUE shift due to a parity symmetry is discussed in
Sec. 2.7 of Ref. [58]. Still, we do not know of another
example in the literature involving a many-body

FIG. 4. Average level spacing ratio hri for HSYK and Hb−SYK,
plotted against system size Nχ . For each system size, the value of
hri for Hb−SYK is lower than that for HSYK. The SYK-model has
an 8-fold periodicity [12,24–26] related to the Bott periodicity.
The overall hri vs Nχ behavior for Hb−SYK mimics that for HSYK
but with a shifted classification. Thus instead of the SYK
sequence we get a relative shift as O → 2O, U → O and S → U.
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Hamiltonian. The b-SYK spectrum retains the Kramers
degeneracy; the level repulsion is between pairs of degen-
erate states.

C. The Z2 symmetry

The numerical data implies that the b-SYK Hamiltonian
possesses a Z2 symmetry which is not present in the
SYK model.
The extra symmetry arises because the b-SYK restriction

removes terms in the Hamiltonian that has an odd number
of A fermions, or an odd number of B fermions. Each
b-SYK term has exactly two A fermions and exactly two B
fermions. Because each term is bilinear in the aAj ’s as well
as in the aBj ’s, if one flips the signs of all the A operators,
while keeping all the B operators fixed, each term in the
Hamiltonian would remain unchanged.
Thus, the b-SYK model admits a global sign flip

symmetry aAj → −aAj , aBj → þaBj . In contrast to the b-SYK
model, the SYK model is not invariant under this trans-
formation, as the usual SYK model also contains terms of

the form aAi a
B
j a

B
k a

B
l and aAi a

A
j a

A
k a

B
l . Since these terms have

an odd number of both aA and aB Majoranas, they would
change sign under a sign change of only aA’s (or a sign
change of only aB’s).
For even NA, the sign flip operation can be expressed in

terms of the Hermitian operator

Γ ¼ {NA=2
YNA

i¼1

aAi : ð18Þ

Using Majorana anticommutation relations, one finds that
this operator satisfies ΓaAj ¼ −aAj Γ, provided that NA is
even. For odd NA, an additional fictitious Majorana has to
be added to the product to construct a Hermitian sign-flip
operator.
Equivalently, one could flip the signs of the B Majorana

operators, and keep the b-SYK Hamiltonian invariant. This
is not an independent extra symmetry compared to the SYK
model, as the flipping of all Majoranas leaves even the
SYK Hamiltonian invariant. Thus, the b-SYK Hamiltonian
has a single extra Z2 symmetry compared to the SYK
Hamiltonian. This explains our observation of a systematic
shift of level statistics, described in the previous subsection.
The operator Γ can also be regarded as a particle-hole

conjugation operator. If each AMajorana is paired with a B
Majorana so that the Hilbert space is expressed in terms
of complex (usual) fermion Fock space, as described in
Appendix B, then flipping signs of aAj ’s amounts to a
transmutation of creation operators of complex fermions
into annihilation operators and vice versa, i.e., a particle-
hole conjugation. (In terms of the original Majoranas, the
Γ operator changes a n-Majorana state aA1a

A
2…aAn j0i to a

ðNA − nÞ-Majorana state aAnþ1a
A
nþ2…aANA

j0i.) Thus, the Z2

symmetry can be regarded as a particle-hole conjugation
symmetry, if we use the representation that each A
Majorana is paired with a B Majorana.
We note parenthetically that the b-SYK Hamiltonian also

admits a number of operations that leave the Hamiltonian
isospectral, although not invariant: Exchanging any one
of the A-fermions with any one of the B-fermions leaves
the Hamiltonian isospectral, i.e., amounts to unitary oper-
ations. This emerges due to the restriction from SYK to
b-SYK: For the SYK Hamiltonian, such operations are not
isospectral. For both SYK and b-SYK, bi-partitioning
the Majorana fermions into arbitrary halves and then
exchanging the two halves is an isospectral (unitary)
operation. The extra feature of the b-SYK is that exchang-
ing a single A fermion with a single B fermion is also a
unitary operation.

D. Interpolation between Hb−SYK to HSYK

Since the level statistics classification is systematically
shifted from HSYK to Hb−SYK this begs the question what

FIG. 5. Distribution of level spacing ratios for the b-SYK
Hamiltonian with Nχ ¼ 21, 25, 26, corresponding to the three
distinct classes listed in Table I. The distributions for (a) Nχ ¼ 21
and (b) Nχ ¼ 26 match well the expected surmise for the GUE
and GOE classes. The third example, (c) Nχ ¼ 25, closely
follows the 2 × GOE distribution. The GSE and Poissonian
distributions are also shown as lines. None of the b-SYK
distributions follow the GSE class (in contrast to the SYK case)
or the Poissonian distribution. The vertical lines are a visual
representation of the mean hri for the various distributions.
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one obtains for a mixture of the two Hamiltonians. We
therefore define an interpolation Hamiltonian

HMix ¼ ð1 − λÞHb−SYK þ λHSYK

and investigate its level statistics as a function of λ. In the
following analysis, we choose the coupling constants J in
(1) and (2) such that the variance of Jijlm in both cases is
unity for all system sizes. The main results are summarized
in Fig. 6. In panel (a) we demonstrate how for already a
small SYK-mixing, λ ≤ 0.1, results in a drift of the level
statistics from theHb−SYK to theHSYK randommatrix class.
This makes sense because, as soon as interactions are
allowed which violate the bipartite restriction, the addi-
tional symmetry of the b-SYK Hamiltonian is lost. The
crossover happens faster (at even smaller values of λ) for
larger system sizes, indicating that, in the large-Nχ limit, an
infinitesimal influence of HSYK is enough to move the
system into the lower-symmetry class of the unrestricted
SYK Hamiltonian.
To quantify this size dependence of theHb−SYK → HSYK

crossover, we fit hri to the function

fðλÞ ¼ hrSYKi þ ðhrb−SYKi − hrSYKiÞe−
λ
λC

such that fð0Þ ¼ hrb−SYKi, and fðλ ≫ λCÞ → hrSYKi. λC is
the value for which fðλCÞ ¼ hrSYKi to first order, i.e.
fð0Þ þ λCf0ð0Þ ¼ hrSYKi. This function captures the tran-
sition from hrb−SYKi to hrSYKi as a function of λ. The best

fit is shown in dashed lines, and the numerical hri is shown
with statistical errors.
The shift from hrb−SYKi to hrSYKi takes place at smaller

values of λ if more Majorana fermions, Nχ , are involved
(brighter colors). In panel f), this is further illustrated: we
plot λC as a function of inverse system size 1=Nχ . Clearly, λC
tends to zero in the large Nχ limit, quantifying the intuition
that the shift of behavior happens at smaller λ for larger sizes.
In panels (b)-(e) we show a scaling analysis for hrb−SYKi

and hrSYKi, using the values at λ ¼ 0 and λ ¼ 1. For hrSYKi
(orange plus symbols), the large-size limit is consistent
with the known symmetry classes, GOE, GUE, or GSE,
based on the value of Nχ mod 8 [12,24–26]. For hrb−SYKi
(blue circles), the large-size limit is consistent with the
values corresponding to 2 × GOE, GOE, or GUE. In panel
(b), focusing on the GSE value hri ≈ 0.67, only λ ¼ 1 data
(values of hrSYKi) are visible. Similarly, in panel (e),
focusing on the 2 × GOE value hri ≈ 0.425, only λ ¼ 0
data (values of hrb−SYKi) are visible.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONTEXT

This paper has studied a bipartite version of the quartic
(q ¼ 4) SYK model, which we call b-SYK. It consists of
two flavors of Majorana fermions that interact between the
sets, but not within—each quartic interaction term involves
two Majorana fermions from one set and two from the
other set. The model was motivated in Ref. [20] as being
realizable in a specific setup of a strained version of the
Kitaev honeycomb model.

FIG. 6. Level statistics when tuning betweenHb−SYK and HSYK Hamiltonians, with λ ¼ 0 (λ ¼ 1) corresponding to b-SYK (SYK). In
panel (a) the average spacing ratio hri is plotted as a function of λ. The crossover from hrb−SYKi to hrSYKi is steeper for a larger number
of Majoranas Nχ . Panels (b)—(e) zoom in on the regions around the various values of hrb−SYKi and hrSYKi that are obtained. The colors
on the vertical axes should help to match with the corresponding regions in panel (a). These plots (b)—(e) show that the large-size limits
are consistent with the GSE, GUE, GOE, and 2 × GOE classes. In panel (a) a fit is performed to the function hrSYKi þ ðhrb−SYKi −
hrSYKiÞe−

λ
λC and on panel (f) the transition parameter λC is shown. The “critical” λC decreases with increasing Nχ .
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Variants of the SYK model with two species of fermions
have appeared previously, perhaps most prominently with
the motivation of modeling eternal traversable wormholes
using two quartic SYK models with only quadratic inter-
actions between them [28,33,66–74]. In Ref. [22] the
coupling between the two SYK clusters is quartic like
ours. Since our b-SYK model has no internal coupling
within the two sets, it may be regarded as an infinite-
coupling limit of the model of Ref. [22], i.e. the limit in
which the intra-set couplings can be neglected. Reference
[75] treats a complex-fermion version. Reference [76] also
considers two SYK clusters and quartic couplings between
them, but the sizes of the two clusters are parametrically
different, so that one acts as a bath for the other. Several
other two-flavor or two-species SYK variants have also
appeared in the literature [77–80].
We study the b-SYK model both analytically and

numerically. We find that in the large-N limit, the model
remains asymptotically solvable, showing conformal
invariance in the infrared. We establish that if we keep
the ratio between the flavors a variable, we can continu-
ously tune the scaling dimension of the respective species
between 0 and 1=2.
For finite system sizes, we analyze the level statistics

of the model numerically for κ ¼ 1 (NA ¼ NB or
NA ¼ NB � 1) and compare it to the known level statistics
of the SYK model. We find that the level statistics deviates
systematically, consistent with the b-SYK model possess-
ing an additional Z2 symmetry. The GOE, GUE, and GSE
level statistics of the SYK model are reduced to 2 × GOE,
GOE, and GUE classes.
Studying the interpolation between the two models,

we find that, for finite sizes, the statistics evolve smoothly
from the b-SYK to the SYK as a function of interpolating
parameter λ.
In the quantum chaos literature and in random matrix

theory, the GOE-GUE crossover has been studied repeat-
edly in various contexts [54,58,81–91]. In the present
case, we have a GUE to GSE crossover, a GOE to GUE
crossover, and a 2 × GOE to GOE crossover, all in the same
Hamiltonian, depending on the number of Majorana
fermions, according to the Bott periodicity [12,24–26].
In addition, unlike typical models studied in traditional
quantum chaos or random matrix theory, we have a well-
defined thermodynamic (large Nχ) limit. It turns out that, in
this limit, the crossover happens extremely rapidly, i.e., the
b-SYK statistics is lost already for an infinitesimal mixture
of SYK.
The present work opens up a number of new questions.

Thermodynamic and thermalization properties, as well as
higher-order correlation functions, and Lyapunov expo-
nents, remain to be studied. It may be interesting to see how
b-SYK physics is explicitly obtained in the large-inter-
action limit of the model of Ref. [22], and to investigate the
behavior of its complex-fermion version. In addition, the

level statistics for unequal-sized bipartitions (κ ≠ 1) also
deserves exploration.
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APPENDIX A: THE SCALING DIMENSIONS

In this Appendix, we show how Eqs. (13) can be used
to derive the relationship, Eq. (14), between the ratio κ ¼
NA=NB and (one of) the scaling dimensions.
Dividing one of Eqs. (13) by the other gets rid of Λ.

We also use ΔB ¼ 1
2
− ΔA, to obtain

κ ¼ ΓðΔAÞΓð1þ ΔAÞ
Γð1

2
− ΔAÞΓð32 − ΔAÞ

Γ2ð1 − ΔAÞ
Γ2ð1

2
þ ΔAÞ

: ðA1Þ

Using Euler’s reflection formula

Γð1 − zÞΓðzÞ ¼ π

sin ðπzÞ ; ðA2Þ

we find that

Γð1 − ΔAÞΓðΔAÞ ¼
π

sin ðπΔAÞ
; ðA3Þ

Γ
�
1

2
− ΔA

�
Γ
�
1

2
þ ΔA

�
¼ π

cos ðπΔAÞ
: ðA4Þ

These can be used for pairs of products of Gamma
functions in Eq. (A1), yielding

κ ¼ Γð1þ ΔAÞ
Γð3

2
− ΔAÞ

Γð1 − ΔAÞ
Γð1

2
þ ΔAÞ

cos ðπΔAÞ
sin ðπΔAÞ

: ðA5Þ

There remains pairs of Gamma functions in the denomi-
nator and numerator, which we now proceed to eliminate.
By making use of the recursive property Γð1þ zÞ ¼ zΓðzÞ
we can write

Γð1þ ΔAÞ ¼ ΔAΓðΔAÞ;

Γ
�
3

2
− ΔA

�
¼
�
1

2
− ΔA

�
Γ
�
1

2
− ΔA

�
:

Applying these relations, and then again applying (A4) and
(A3), leads to
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κ ¼ 2ΔA

1 − 2ΔA

1

tan2 ðπΔAÞ
;

which is the desired result, Eq. (14).

APPENDIX B: NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS

In this Appendix we briefly describe the numerical
procedure for obtaining the b-SYK (and SYK) spectra,
and make some technical remarks.
To form the basis for the Hilbert space, the Nχ Majorana

fermions are paired into complex or “usual” fermions
(without spin). For even Nχ , this leads to Nχ=2 complex
fermions, and hence the Hilbert space dimension is 2Nχ=2.
This is a manifestation of Majorana’s representing half a
fermionic degree of freedom.
Because the Hamiltonian is quartic, either in terms of

the Majorana’s or in terms of the complex fermions, the
odd-fermion states and the even-fermion states fall into two
disconnected sectors, which may be diagonalized sepa-
rately and have the same statistics.
One could explicitly introduce complex fermions. For

the SYK Hamiltonian (1), we could pair the Majorana
fermions as, e.g.,

c†j ¼
1

2
ðγj þ {γNχ−jþ1Þ;

cj ¼
1

2
ðγj − {γNχ−jþ1Þ: ðB1Þ

One can then construct a basis for the Hamiltonian as the
Fock basis of these complex fermions, including the
vacuum, the one-particle states, the two-particle states, etc.:

j0i;
c†1j0i; c†2j0i;…;

c†1c
†
2j0i; c†1c†3j0i;…;

..

.

c†1c
†
2…c†Nχ=2

j0i: ðB2Þ

The Hamiltonian (with a particular realization of the
random couplings Jijlm) can then be represented as a
matrix in this basis. It is efficient to construct the matrices
separately for the even-occupancy and odd-occupancy
sectors, since they are decoupled. Either or both of these

2Nχ=2−1 × 2Nχ=2−1 matrices can then be numerically dia-
gonalized to obtain the spectrum. To obtain sufficient
statistics, this procedure is repeated for many different
realizations of the random couplings, and the data for level
spacings (or level spacing ratios) are aggregated.
In practice, it is not necessary to explicitly express the

Hamiltonian in terms of complex fermions. Combining γj
and γNχ−jþ1 into a complex fermion mode is equivalent to
insisting that the vacuum has the property that γjj0i and

{γNχ−jþ1j0i are the same state, for each j ¼ 1; 2;…; Nχ

2
.

Thus, one can express the basis states as

j0i; γ1j0i; γ2j0i;…; γ1γ2j0i; γ1γ3j0i;…;

…; γ1γ2…γNχ=2j0i: ðB3Þ

and the Hamiltonian matrix elements is calculated directly
in this basis.
For the b-SYK Hamiltonian, the procedure is exactly the

same. The choice of how the Nχ Majorana fermions are
divided into pairs should not matter. We choose to pair each
A Majorana with a B Majorana:

c†j ¼
1

2
ðaBj − {aAj Þ;

cj ¼
1

2
ðaBj þ {aAj Þ: ðB4Þ

This is equivalent to imposing on the vacuum j0i the
property that aAj j0i ¼ {aBj j0i.
The symmetry operation discussed in Sec. III C, flipping

signs of all the A Majorana’s, corresponds to the trans-
formation c†j ↔ cj, i.e., a particle-hole conjugation, in this
representation.
When Nχ is odd, there is a single unpaired Majorana

fermion. In this case, one simply adds a fictitious additional
Majorana to form the last pair. For example, in the b-SYK
case, if NB ¼ NA − 1, we add the fictitious Majorana
operator aBNBþ1 ¼ aBNA

, which never appears in the
Hamiltonian, and impose aANA

j0i ¼ {aBNA
j0i.

A final remark: For the symplectic cases, the spectrum
has a two-fold degeneracy for both the SYK and b-SYK
Hamiltonians. Therefore half of the energy levels must be
pruned to get rid of this “trivial” symmetry from the
spectrum.
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